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Spin Injection into a Luttinger Liquid
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We study the effect of spin injection into a Luttinger liquid. The spin-injection-detection setup

Johnson and Silsbee is considered: spins injected into the Luttinger liquid induce, across an inte
with a ferromagnetic metal, either a spin-dependent currentsIsd or a spin-dependent boundary voltage
sVsd. We find that the spin-charge separation nature of the Luttinger liquid affectsIs andVs in a very
different fashion. In particular, in the Ohmic regime,Vs depends on the spin transport properties of th
Luttinger liquid in essentially the same way as it would in the case of a Fermi liquid. The implicati
of our results for the spin-injection-detection experiments in the high-Tc cuprates are discussed.
[S0031-9007(98)07319-0]
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Spin-charge separation has long been proposed to
scribe the normal state of the high-Tc cuprate super-
conductors [1]. Existing experimental results cited
evidences for spin-charge separation are mostly on tra
port properties [2]. Since only charge transport propert
have so far been measured, the inference about the c
pling, or lack thereof, between the underlying spin an
charge excitations is indirect. It would appear natur
that spin transport, when combined with charge transpo
should be useful in this context. Indeed, we have recen
proposed to probe spin-charge separation using a comp
son between the temperature dependence of the yet-to
measured spin resistivity and that of the known electric
resistivity [3]. Several factors point to the feasibility o
experimentally measuring spin transport in the cupra
using the spin-injection-detection technique [4–6]. Fir
of all, progresses in the preparation of the mangani
cuprate heterostructures appear to have led to the
demonstration of spin injection into the cuprates (alb
in the superconducting state) [7,8]. Second, the sp
diffusion length in the cuprates has been estimated to
in the range required by this technique [3].

In light of the new experiments on the high-Tc cuprates,
it is important to understand how spin injection into
non-Fermi liquid differs from spin injection into a Ferm
liquid. The effects of spins injected into a noninteractin
electron system has been studied in the past by John
and Silsbee and others [4–6,9,10], following the initi
proposals for spin injection and detection [11,12].

Here we address the influence of spin-charge sepa
tion in the bulk metal on the boundary voltage/curre
measured in a spin-injection experiment. For definit
ness, the one-dimensional Luttinger liquid [13] is use
as a prototype for a spin-charge-separated metal. C
cial for our analysis is the fact that the interface transp
involves the binding of spinons and holons which the
tunnel as a whole from the Luttinger liquid into the ferro
magnetic metal. We find that the spin-charge-separat
nature of the Luttinger liquid affects the boundary voltag
and boundary current in a very different fashion.
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Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate two specific geometri
involving a single channel Luttinger liquid (LL). The Lut-
tinger liquid is in contact with two itinerant ferromagnets
FM1 and FM2. The magnetization of FM1 is chosen a
the " direction. The magnetization of FM2 is either par
allel ss  "d or antiparallelss  #d to that of FM1. One
passes an electrical currentsId across the FM1-LL inter-
face. This current serves to inject nonequilibrium ma
netization into the Luttinger liquid. For a givens, Is

represents the induced current across the LL-FM2 int
face in a closed circuit andVs is the induced boundary
voltagesVsd in an open circuit. The spin-dependent cu
rent, Is, is defined as the difference between the induc
current when the magnetizations of the two ferromagne
are in parallel and that when they are antiparallel. Lik
wise, the spin-dependent voltage,Vs, is the difference be-
tween the induced boundary voltages in the correspond

L L

b)
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FIG. 1. Two possible setups for spin-injection-detection e
periment on a one-channel Luttinger liquid (LL). The magnet
zation of the ferromagnetic metal FM2 is either parallelss  "d
or antiparallelss  #d to that of the ferromagnetic metal FM1.
I is the injection current. Is sVsd is the current (boundary
voltage) induced across the LL-FM2 interface when the circu
is closed (open). The two interfaces in (a) are separated b
distanced.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3191
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two cases. The setups illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(
differ in two regards. First of all, while the Luttinger liq-
uid is in point contacts with both of the ferromagnets i
Fig. 1(a), in Fig. 1(b) it is in contact with FM2 over an ex-
tended spatial region. Second, unlike in Fig. 1(a) the in
jection and detection loops in Fig. 1(b) are closed throug
contacts with LL far away for both FM1 and FM2. The
setup of Fig. 1(b) is perhaps easier to implement expe
mentally. On the other hand, that of Fig. 1(a) is easier
analyze theoretically. To illustrate the basic principle, i
the rest of this paper we will focus on Fig. 1(a).

The Hamiltonian of the Luttinger liquid can be written
as

Hlut  Hr 1 Hs 1 H 0,

Hr 
1

2p
yr

Z
dx

∑
KrspPrd2 1

1
Kr

s≠xfrd2

∏
,

Hs 
1

2p
ys

Z
dx

∑
KsspPsd2 1

1
Ks

s≠xfsd2

∏
, (1)

whereHr andHs are, respectively, the Hamiltonians for
the chargesrd and spin ssd bosons,fr and fs; Pr

and Ps are the corresponding conjugate momenta. Th
charge and spin velocities,yr andys, and Luttinger liquid
parameters,Kr and Ks, are determined by the forward
scattering interactions. We consider the case when t
spin-rotational invariance is preserved so thatKs  1.

We focus on the regime where spin transport insid
the Luttinger liquid is diffusive, with a spin-diffusion
constantDs. The diffusive transport is the result of the
dissipative terms in the Hamiltonian,H 0, which also lead
to a finite spin relaxation timeT1. The precise form
of H 0 is, however, unimportant for our purpose in this
paper and is left unspecified here. (It will, of course
determine the specific temperature dependences ofDs

and T1.) To simplify the discussion, we assume tha
the FMs are half-metallic ferromagnets. We will also
neglect the electron interactions inside the ferromagne
[14]. The free electron Hamiltonians for FM1 and FM2
are, respectively,

H1 
X

k

e1
kc

y
k"ck" (2)

and

H2 
X

k

e2
kc

y
k,sck,s , (3)

wheree
1
k ande

2
k are the corresponding energy dispersion

Since we will consider only the cases when the ma
netizations of the two ferromagnets are either parallel
antiparallel with each other, we need only the kineti
equation for the longitudinal component of the magnet
zation. We introducemsxd to denote the deviation of the
steady state magnetization density from the correspon
ing equilibrium value. The FM1-LL and LL-FM2 inter-
faces are located atx  0 andx  d, respectively. The
nonequilibrium magnetization densitymsxd satisfies the
3192
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following [15]:

2Ds
≠2m
≠x2  2

msxd
T1

, (4)

where T1 is the longitudinal spin relaxation time. The
boundary conditions will depend on the details of th
interface. Leaving more general cases for elsewhe
[16], we assume that no spin-flip scattering exists at th
interface. In this case, the spin currentjs is conserved
across the interface. Given thatjssx  02d  mBIye,
where mB is the Bohr magneton ande is the electron
charge, the boundary condition at the FM1-LL interfac
is

2Ds≠my≠xjx0  mBIye . (5)

Likewise, at the LL-FM2 interface,

2Ds≠my≠xjxd  mBIsye . (6)

The induced currentIs depends on the drop of the
nonequilibrium magnetization across the LL-FM2 inter
face, which is equal toDm  msdd. We separately dis-
cuss the closed circuit and open circuit cases.

Consider, first, the case of a closed circuit. The drop
nonequilibrium magnetization,Dm, leads to a drop in the
effective magnetic field,

DH  Dmyx , (7)

across the LL-FM2 interface. Here,x is the uniform
spin susceptibility of the Luttinger liquid.DH provides
a driving force for spinons to move across the interfac
Since only electrons can tunnel across the barrier, spino
bind with holons and move across the interface as
whole. A finite electrical current,Iclosed

s , is then induced
by DH. To calculate Iclosed

s , we follow the general
procedure of Kane and Fisher [17] and integrate out all th
degrees of freedom of the Luttinger liquid except at th
site of contact,x  d. This leads to an effective action
entirely determined by the boson fieldfr ; frsdd and
fs ; fssdd:

Ssite  Kr

1
b

X
vn

jvnj jfrsvndj2 1
1
b

X
vn

jvnj jfssvndj2 ,

(8)

where b is the inverse of temperature andvn is the
bosonic Matsubara frequencies. In deriving this on-si
action, we have neglected the effect of the nonequilibriu
magnetization,msxd. This is appropriate for the Ohmic
regime kBT . mBmyx. We are now faced with a
problem of one [18] retarded impurity—whose dynamic
is controlled by Eq. (8)—coupled to a three-dimensiona
ferromagnetic metal. This effective impurity problem is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The impurity problem can also be
written in a Hamiltonian form, by introducing a fictitious
bosonic bath.

From the one-particle tunneling Hamiltonian, one ca
construct, respectively, the charge current operatorJ and
spin current operatorJM . They are as follows:
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2ggcs 2 H.c., (9)
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whereF
y
s6 are the Klein operators for the left and righ

moving branches anda is a lattice cutoff [13,19]. Here,
cs is the annihilation operator for the Wannier orbita
of the conduction electrons at the contact, andt is the
tunneling matrix. That the interface charge and sp
current operators are simply related to each other [20]
spite of the separated spin and charge excitations in
bulk Luttinger liquid reflects the simple physics that onl
a bare electron tunnels across the interface.

We can now calculateIclosed
s in the Ohmic regime using

the Kubo formalism,

Iclosed
s  s2DHd lim

v!0

2Im pJJM sv 1 i01d
v

, (10)

wherepJJM is the charge current-spin current correlatio
function. Similar to the Kane-Fisher problem, for repu
sive interactionsKr , 1, the tunneling term is an irrele-
vant coupling in the renormalization group sense. We c
then calculatepJJM perturbatively int. The result is as
follows:

Iclosed
s  CskBT d1y2Kr21y2emBDmyx , (11)

where C  cNFt2yW1y2Kr11y2. Here NF is the density
of states of FM2 at the Fermi energy,W is a typical bare
energy scale associated with the electrons in the Lutting
liquid, and c is a constant of order unity. The induce
spin-dependent current across the LL-FM2 interface,Is 
Iclosed
" 2 Iclosed

# , can now be determined from Eqs. (4)
(6) and (11). The result is as follows:

IsyI  CskBT d1y2Kr21y2 m
2
B

x

T1

ds sinhsdydsd
, (12)

where ds 
p

DsT1 is the spin-diffusion length of the
Luttinger liquid.

We now turn to the open circuit case. Here, in order
balance the current induced by the magnetization dro
a boundary voltage,Vs , develops across the LL-FM2

t

FM2
L L

FIG. 2. Reduction of the coupled LL-FM2 problem to a
retarded impurity, described by the action given in Eq. (8
coupled to a three-dimensional ferromagnetic metal. T
coupling is through the tunneling matrixt.
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interface. The induced current in this case is

Iopen
s  s2DHd lim

v!0

2Im pJJM sv 1 i01d
v

1 Vs lim
v!0

2Im pJJsv 1 i01d
v

, (13)

which leads to

Iopen
s  CskBT d1y2Kr21y2esmBDmyx 1 eVsd . (14)

Setting I
open
s  0 in Eq. (13), and combining with

Eqs. (4)–(6), we arrive at the following expression f
the spin-dependent boundary voltage,Vs  V" 2 V#:

VsyI 
m

2
B

e2x

T1

ds sinhsdydsd
. (15)

Equations (12) and (15) are the main results of this wo
Several comments are in order.

First of all, it is instructive to see how our results redu
to those for free electrons [4–6,9,10] when electr
interactions are reduced to zero. For noninteract
electrons, spin diffusionDs is reduced to the usua
electron diffusion constantD  y

2
Ft, where yF is the

Fermi velocity andt is the transport scattering time. I
addition, x  m

2
BNP

F , whereNP
F is the density of states

at the Fermi energy. Straightforward manipulation lea
to VsyI  rd0

s ysinhsdyd0
s d, where r is the electrical

resistivity of the bulk metal andd0
s 

p
DT1. In addition,

for noninteracting electrons,Kr  1, and our expression
for Is is reduced toIsyI  se2NFNP

F t2drdsysinhsdydsd.
Second, we note that for the Luttinger liquid, th

temperature dependence ofIs is not solely determined by
that of the bulk spin diffusion and relaxation properties
the Luttinger liquid. There is an additional temperatur
dependent factor, with a power which explicitly depen
on the Luttinger liquid parameterKr. This additional
temperature-dependent factor, however, cancels out inVs.
This last result can ultimately be traced to the fact th
the interface charge current and spin current are dire
related to each other, in spite of the spin-charge separa
nature of the bulk Luttinger liquid. On this ground, w
expect the expression forVs to be valid very generally,
so long as one-particle processes dominate the inter
transport and no strong-coupling (int) phenomena [21]
take place. The boundary voltageVs is hence more usefu
than Is for the purpose of extracting bulk spin-transpo
properties of strongly correlated metals, including t
high-Tc cuprates.

The general expression for the spin-dependent bou
ary voltage suggests the following procedure to meas
the temperature dependence of the spin-transport sca
ing rate,1yttr,spin, of correlated metals. The latter is th
quantity of interest in probing spin-charge separation [
3193
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In strongly interacting metals, it is likely that the dis
sipations for both the spin current and total spin com
primarily from electron-electron interactions. The spi
relaxation time and spin transport relaxation rate are th
proportional to each other:1T1

ø slsod2 1
ttr,spin

, where lso

is the dimensionless spin-orbit coupling constant. Whe
the sample thicknessd is small compared to the spin-
diffusion lengthds, the temperature dependence ofxVsyI
is then directly proportional to the temperature depe
dence ofttr,spin. On the other hand, for thickness much
larger than the spin-diffusion length, the temperature d
pendence of lnsxVsyId is directly proportional to that of
1yttr,spin. This procedure does not require measureme
in a series of samples of different thicknesses—as w
necessary in the case of simple metals [5]—and may
experimentally easier to implement.

To summarize, we have studied the effects of sp
injection into a Luttinger liquid. Our conclusion that the
temperature dependence of the boundary voltage depe
only on the bulk spin-transport properties is expected
be generally applicable and of direct relevance to the sp
injection-detection experiments in the cuprates.
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